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The trust-region self-consistent field~TRSCF! method is presented for optimizing the total energy
ESCF of Hartree–Fock theory and Kohn–Sham density-functional theory. In the TRSCF method,
both the Fock/Kohn–Sham matrix diagonalization step to obtain a new density matrix and the step
to determine the optimal density matrix in the subspace of the density matrices of the preceding
diagonalization steps have been improved. The improvements follow from the recognition that local
models toESCF may be introduced by carrying out a Taylor expansion of the energy about the
current density matrix. At the point of expansion, the local models have the same gradient asESCF

but only an approximate Hessian. The local models are therefore valid only in a restricted region—
the trust region—and steps can only be taken with confidence within this region. By restricting the
steps of the TRSCF model to be inside the trust region, a monotonic and significant reduction of the
total energy is ensured in each iteration of the TRSCF method. Examples are given where the
TRSCF method converges monotonically and smoothly, but where the standard DIIS method
diverges. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1755673#

I. INTRODUCTION

The steady progress in computer technology and
quantum-chemical methodology has widened the range of
users of quantum-chemical software packages to include a
vast number of practicing, experimental chemists. Routinely,
such users perform Hartree–Fock~HF! calculations and
Kohn–Sham~KS! density-functional theory~DFT! calcula-
tions for molecules of a size and complexity that, a decade
ago, were beyond reach even for the most advanced research
codes. This development calls for further advances in the
automatization of the self-consistent field~SCF! procedure
used to optimize the HF and DFT energies, so as to ensure
that convergence may be reached in a routine manner even
for very complex molecules.

In the original formulation, the SCF procedure consists
of a sequence of Roothaan–Hall~RH! iterations.1,2 At each
iteration, a Fock/KS matrix is first constructed from the cur-
rent approximation to the one-electron density matrix and
then diagonalized to yield an improved set of orbitals and
orbital energies and thus an improved density matrix. In the
subsequent iteration, this improved density matrix is then
used to construct a new Fock/KS matrix, thereby establishing
the iteration procedure. However, such a sequence of RH

iterations converges only in simple cases. To improve upon
the convergence, each RH iteration may be extended to in-
clude, in addition to the diagonalization step, also a step
where the best density matrix is generated in the subspace of
the density matrices of the current and preceding RH itera-
tions. In the next RH iteration, this averaged density matrix
rather than the pure density matrix obtained in the last diago-
nalization is used to construct the new Fock/KS matrix.

In this paper, we make improvements both to the RH
diagonalization step and to the density-subspace optimiza-
tion step of the SCF scheme. Our approach follows from the
recognition that, in both steps, we may construct local mod-
els to the SCF energy functionESCFby a Taylor expansion of
the energy about the current density matrix. However, since,
at the point of expansion, these models have an exact gradi-
ent but only an approximate Hessian, they are valid only in a
restricted region about the current approximation to the den-
sity matrix—the trust region. Therefore, when these local
models are used in the course of the SCF optimization, it is
essential they are used only to generate steps within their
trust region. Only in this manner can it be ensured that the
SCF energy is systematically and sufficiently lowered at each
iteration.

In the RH diagonalization part of the SCF optimization,
the improvements are obtained by introducing an energy
function ERH that corresponds to the sum of the occupied
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orbital energies.3 An unconstrained minimization ofERH re-
sults in the same solution~i.e., density matrix! as obtained by
a diagonalization of the Fock/KS matrix. However, since, at
the point of expansion, the RH energy functionERH has only
the gradient in common with the true SCF energyESCF, a
global minimization ofERH may lead to steps that are too
long to be trusted. We therefore introduce a trust region
where ERH is a good approximation toESCF. If a global
minimization ofERH leads to a step outside the trust region,
then the step to the minimum on the boundary of the trust
region for ERH is taken instead. This step is found by a
level-shifting technique, where the occupied molecular or-
bital energies effectively are shifted by some constant to in-
crease the gap between the occupied and virtual molecular
orbitals. Level shifting has previously been used to improve
the convergence of the simple RH sequence of iterations. An
essential feature of our implementation is to adjust the level
shift in such a manner that the step is to the boundary of the
trust region, recognizing that only in this manner does a low-
ering of ERH result in a lowering ofESCF. For this reason,
the resulting method is called the trust-region RH~TRRH!
method.

The optimization of the density matrix in the subspace of
the density matrices of the preceding RH iterations has a
long history. Early on, it was recognized that a simple aver-
aging of the density matrices of the last few RH iterations
significantly improves the convergence of the RH scheme.
This simple density-matrix averaging technique was later ra-
tionalized and systematized in the direct inversion in itera-
tive subspace~DIIS! method of Pulay.4 In the DIIS method,
an improved density matrix is obtained as a linear combina-
tion of the previous density matrices by minimizing the norm
of the corresponding linear combination of gradients. The
DIIS method significantly speeds up the local convergence
and convergence can often be obtained to ground states of
rather complex molecules with a small gap between energies
of the highest occupied molecular orbital~HOMO! and the
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital~LUMO! and with a
large number of close-lying electronic states.

Several attempts have been made to modify the DIIS
algorithm so as to improve upon its global convergence be-
havior. Recently, Kudin, Scuseria, and Cances proposed the
energy DIIS~EDIIS! method, where the DIIS gradient-norm
minimization is replaced by a minimization of an approxi-
mate energy function.5 In EDIIS, the variational parameters,
which are the linear expansion coefficients of the density
matrices from the previous RH iterations, may only take on
values that give densities in the convex set—that is, densities
with occupation numbers between 0 and 1. As the EDIIS
method is based on the minimization of an approximate en-
ergy function, it may have some advantages in the global
region. However, it is worrying that a convex solution often
cannot be obtained and that the observed local convergence
of the EDIIS method is slower than in the standard DIIS
method.

In the DIIS and EDIIS methods, an improved density
matrix is obtained as a sum of the density matrices from the
preceding RH diagonalization steps. Consequently, the aver-
aged density matrix is not idempotent as required in HF and

KS theories. The deviation from idempotency may be re-
duced using a purified density matrix as the one suggested by
McWeeny.6 This has been done for the SCF energy minimi-
zation by several workers including Nunes and Vanderbilt7

and Daniels and Scuseria8 and for the calculation of geo-
metrical derivatives by Ochsenfeld and co-workers.9 It may
also be done for the EDIIS energy function. The energy func-
tion then has the same gradient asESCF, but also contains
terms which cannot be obtained from the densities and
Fock/KS matrices of the previous RH iterations. Neglecting
these terms, we arrive at the density-subspace minimization
~DSM! algorithm proposed in this paper. At the point of ex-
pansion, the DSM energy functionEDSM thus has the same
gradient as the true energy functionESCF but only an ap-
proximate Hessian. Again, a trust region may be introduced
and only steps within this region are taken, ensuring that any
lowering of EDSM also corresponds to a lowering ofESCF.
The resulting method is called the trust-region DSM
~TRDSM! method.

In the next section, we first describe the standard opti-
mization of the SCF energy function in a density-matrix for-
mulation. The TRRH method is then discussed in Sec. II A
and the TRDSM method in Sec. II B. In Sec. III, we give
some numerical examples to demonstrate the performance of
the resulting trust-region SCF~TRSCF! method. The last
section contains some concluding remarks.

II. THEORY

For a closed-shell system withN/2 electron pairs, the
Hartree–Fock~HF! energy excluding the nuclear–nuclear re-
pulsion energy is given by3

ESCF~D!52 TrhD1Tr DG~D!, ~1!

where D is the one-electron density matrix in the atomic-
orbital ~AO! basis,h is the one-electron Hamiltonian matrix
andG~D! is defined as

Gmn~D!5(
rs

~2gmnrs2gmsrn!Dsr , ~2!

wheregmnrs is a two-electron integral in the AO basis. For
the energy in Eq.~1! to be a valid approximation to the true
HF energy, the density matrixD must satisfy the symmetry,
trace, and idempotency conditions:

DT5D, ~3!

Tr DS5
N

2
, ~4!

DSD5D. ~5!

Similar conditions apply in the Kohn–Sham~KS! theory, but
the energy function of Eq.~1! must then be modified by
including the exchange-correlation term and by scaling~or
complete removal! of the exchange term from Eq.~2!.

The traditional approach to the optimization of the HF
energy is an iterative one. From the current approximation to
the density matrixDn in iterationn, a Fock matrix is built

F~Dn!5h1G~Dn! ~6!
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and, following the Roothaan–Hall~RH! procedure, the Fock
matrix is diagonalized

F~Dn!Cocc5SCoccl, ~7!

whereS is the overlap matrix in the AO basis, to give a set of
occupied molecular orbitals~MOs!, from which a new ap-
proximation to the density matrix is obtained as

Dn115CoccCocc
T . ~8!

The iteration procedure is established usingDn11 as the cur-
rent density in Eq.~6!. The final solution to the minimization
problem is obtained when theDn and Dn11 are the same.
This self-consistent field~SCF! procedure may also be used
in KS theory, the only difference being the addition of the
exchange-correlation potential and the scaling of the ex-
change contribution in the Fock matrix to yield the KS ma-
trix.

The pure RH iterations presented above often do not
converge. A powerful method for handling this divergence is
not to construct the Fock matrix from the density matrixDn

but rather from an average of all previous density matrices:

D̄n5(
i 51

n

ciDi . ~9!

The averaged density matrixD̄n is then used in place of the
pure density matrixDn in Eq. ~6! to obtain the Fock matrix
F(D̄n) as

F~D̄n!5(
i 51

n

ciF~Di ! ~10!

and the iteration procedure is established. In the course of the
TRSCF iterations, the following matrices are set up in the
order indicated:D1 , F(D1), D2 , F(D2), D̄2 , F(D̄2), D3 ,
F(D3), D̄3 , F(D̄3), . . . . Among these,D1 , F(D1), D2 ,
F(D2), D3 , F(D3), . . . are saved during the iteration proce-
dure.

In the following, we describe improvements to the SCF
diagonalization and density-subspace optimization steps. In
Sec. II A, we describe how the trust-region RH~TRRH!
method is used to generate new density matrices by a modi-
fication of the traditional RH method Eqs.~7! and~8!. Next,
in Sec. II B, we introduce the trust-region density-subspace
minimization~TRDSM! method for calculating the averaged
density matrix of Eq.~9!. In the following, we use the indi-
cesi , j ,k,l for occupied MOs and the indicesa,b,c,d for the
virtual MOs.

A. The trust-region Roothaan–Hall method

As discussed in Ref. 3, the traditional RH method may
be viewed as a minimization of the sum of the orbital ener-
gies of the occupied MOs

ERH52(
i

e i52 TrF~D̄!D, ~11!

subject to orthonormality constraints on the occupied MOs
f i :

^f i uf j&5d i j . ~12!

WhereasD̄ is the current approximation to the HF/KS den-
sity matrix, usually obtained as a linear combination of the
previous densities according to Eq.~9!, the density matrixD
to be optimized in Eq.~11! is related to the occupied MOs
resulting from the diagonalization ofF(D̄) as

D5CoccCocc
T . ~13!

To see this, consider the constrained minimization ofERH in
Eq. ~11! expressed in terms of the Lagrangian

L52 TrF~D̄!D22 Trl~Cocc
T SCocc2IN/2!, ~14!

where the multipliersl i j ensure orthonormality among the
occupied MOs. Minimization of this Lagrangian leads to the
standard RH equations:

F~D̄!Cocc5SCoccl. ~15!

However, sinceERH of Eq. ~11! is only a crude model of the
true energyESCF ~the gradient is correct atD̄ assumingD̄ is
idempotent!, a global minimization ofERH according to Eq.
~15! may easily lead to steps that are too long to be trusted as
they are outside the region whereERH is a good approxima-
tion to ESCF. Steps outside the trust region may often not
lead to a reduction of the total energyESCF.

1. The level-shifted Roothaan –Hall equations

To avoid too long steps, an additional constraint is im-
posed on the optimization of Eq.~11!, namely, that the new
density matrixD in Eq. ~13! does not differ too much from
the old matrixD̄. This condition is conveniently expressed in
terms of the overlap between the density matrices in theS
metric norm

^DuD̄&S5Tr DSD̄S5aAN
2 Tr D̄SD̄S, ~16!

where TrD̄SD̄S' N/2 sinceD̄ is not necessarily idempotent.
Note that, forD equal to~an idempotent! D̄, a is equal to
one. Fora sufficiently close to one, a step will therefore be
taken in the local region. In practice, we define sufficiently
close to one by the parameteramin50.975.

Introducing an undetermined multiplierm associated
with this new constraint, we obtain the following Lagrang-
ian:

L52 TrF~D̄!D22m~Tr SD̄SD2aAN
2 Tr D̄SD̄S!

22 Trl~Cocc
T SCocc2IN/2!. ~17!

Differentiating this Lagrangian with respect to the MO coef-
ficients and setting the result equal to zero, we arrive at the
level-shifted RH equations

@F~D̄!2mSD̄S#Cocc~m!5SCocc~m!l. ~18!

To interpret the level-shift term, we note thatD̄S projects out
the component ofCocc that is occupied inD̄ ~assuming idem-
potentD̄), see Ref. 3. The level shift therefore works only on
the occupied part ofF(D̄), shifting all the occupied orbital
energies and increasing the gap between the occupied and
virtual MOs, in particular the HOMO-LUMO gap.
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Since the SCF energyESCF is invariant with respect to
an orthogonal transformation between the MOs, Eq.~18!
may be transformed to the canonical basis:

@F~D̄!2mSD̄S#Cocc~m!5SCocc~m!e, ~19!

where the diagonal matrixe contains the orbital energies.

2. Choice of the RH level-shift parameter

The density matrix generated from the restricted RH so-
lution Eq. ~19! depends on the level-shift parameterm:

D~m!5Cocc~m!Cocc
T ~m!. ~20!

To see howm is determined, we consider the determination
of m in the fourth iteration of the rhodium-complex calcula-
tion described in Sec. III. In Fig. 1~a!, we have plotted the
HOMO-LUMO gap as a function ofm,

Deai~m!5ea
LUMO~m!2e i

HOMO~m!, ~21!

wheree i
HOMO(m) andea

LUMO(m) are the HOMO and LUMO
orbital energies, respectively; in Fig. 1~b!, we have plotted
the overlap between the old and new density matrices as
given by

a~m!5
^D~m!uD̄&S

A^D~m!uD~m!&S^D̄uD̄&S

, ~22!

where^D(m)uD(m)&S is equal toN/2. For sufficiently large
m, the HOMO-LUMO gap Eq.~21! is linear inm. This lin-
earity of Deai(m) for largem arises from the dependence of
the orbital energies onm in Eq. ~19!, wherem is effectively
subtracted from the occupied orbital energies. The MOsC̄occ

occupied inD̄ satisfy the generalized eigenvalue equations

SD̄SC̄occ5SC̄occh, ~23!

and become identical to the MOsCocc(`) obtained from Eq.
~19! when m tends to infinity. The corresponding density is
denoted

D~`!5C̄occC̄occ
T ~24!

and represents a purifiedD̄. In the linear regime ofDeai(m),
there is a continuous development of the occupied MOs from
those occupied inD̄. As m decreases and we enter the non-
linear regime atmmin , the MOs in Eq.~20! no longer corre-
spond to those in Eq.~23!. Comparing plot~a! and~b! in Fig.
1, we note that the regiona(m),amin in Fig. 1~b! corre-
sponds roughly to the regionm,mmin in Fig. 1~a!.

As we insist on a controlled, continuous development of
the MOs from those occupied inD̄, the level-shift parameter
should be restricted to the linear regimemmin,m,`. To de-
termine the optimal level-shift parametermopt, we therefore
begin by establishing the onset of linearitymmin by linear
extrapolation by means of two Fock/KS matrix diagonaliza-
tions, giving the twoDeai values marked by crosses and the
linearly interpolatedmmin value marked with an arrow. Next,
since, in the linear interval, a smallm corresponds to a large
step, we investigate whethermmin is acceptable by checking
if a(mmin).amin . If this step is too long, we backtrack by
increasingm using inexact line search until an acceptable
valuemopt is found such thata(mopt)'amin , requiring a few
additional Fock/KS matrix diagonalizations. In Fig. 1~b!, the
acceptedmopt is marked with an arrow.

For a better understanding of this step, consider the Hes-
sian of theERH energy function:

Aai,b j
RH 5d i j dab~ea2e i !. ~25!

By restricting the level-shift parameter tommin,m,` where
ea

LUMO(m)2e i
HOMO(m).0, we ensure that the effective Hes-

sian is positive definite and that the model energy function
ERH is reduced. We note that the Hessian of the true energy
function ESCF is given by the more complicated expression

Aai,b j
SCF 5d i j dab~ea2e i !14gaib j2gabi j2ga jib . ~26!

Often, the orbital energy difference dominates the Hessian.
In such cases, we expect the above step to reduce the SCF
energyESCF as well as the model functionERH. In any case,
when a sufficiently large level shift is added in Eq.~19!, the

FIG. 1. For the fourth iteration of the rhodium calculation described in Sec.
III we have displayed as a function of the level-shift parameterm; ~a! the
HOMO-LUMO gap Deai , wheremmin is the smallest accepted level-shift,
~b! the overlapa between the old and new density matrices, wheremopt is
the optimal level-shift, and~c! the change in the model energyDERH and the
actual energyDESCF

RH .
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Hessian structure of Eq.~25! becomes similar to that of the
true energy functionESCF in Eq. ~26!. The steps generated
from ERH with such level shifts will therefore have essen-
tially the same direction as the ones generated fromESCF.

By construction, theERH energy function is lowered
whenm is chosen according to the above prescription

DERH52 TrF~D̄!@D~m!2D̄#,0. ~27!

SinceERH is only a local model of the true energy function
ESCF, the associated change in the true energy

DESCF
RH 5ESCF@D~m!#2ESCF~D̄! ~28!

may be either negative or positive, depending on how well
ERH representsESCF for the chosen step. However, for suffi-
ciently small steps,DESCF

RH ,0, since the model function then
represents the true energy well.

Let us consider the relationship between the true lower-
ing DESCF

RH and the lowering predicted by the model function
DERH. Introducing the~presumably small! differential den-
sity matrix

D5D~m!2D̄ ~29!

and using the identity TrAG(B)5Tr BG(A) valid for sym-
metric matricesA andB, we find that the change in the true
energy Eq.~28! may be written in the form

DESCF
RH 52 Trh@D~m!2D̄#1Tr~D̄1D!

3G~D̄1D!2Tr D̄G~D̄!

52 TrhD12 TrDG~D̄!1Tr DG~D!, ~30!

which shows that the changes in the true energy and in the
model energy are related as

DESCF
RH 5DERH1Tr DG~D!. ~31!

If the last term~which is second order inD! is negligible, the
energy lowering predicted by the local modelERH becomes
equal toDESCF

RH . However, since the correction term is posi-
tive ~strictly positive in the absence of exchange!, its pres-
ence in Eq.~31! shows that, for sufficiently large steps, a
lowering of the model function may not lead to a lowering of
the total energy. To avoid such steps, it would be useful to
provide an alternative prediction ofDESCF

RH that is less expen-
sive than the calculation of TrDG~D! itself. Section II A 3 is
concerned with this problem.

To demonstrate the efficiency of the chosen level shift
mopt in the global region of a SCF optimization, we have for
the fourth iteration of the rhodium-complex calculation plot-
ted in Fig. 1~c!, DESCF

RH and DERH as a function ofm. The
energy gainDESCF

RH is about optimal for the level shiftmopt.
Increasingm gives a smaller energy gain while decreasingm
gives a slight increase in the energy gain and fromm,4.5,
DESCF

RH is actually positive. Note also that form,mopt, DERH

and DESCF
RH start to differ indicating that the importance of

Tr DG~D! increases. The step representing a RH iteration
where m50 is far too long to be trusted and results in a
significant increase of the total energy.

3. Prediction of the energy close to the minimum

To develop a better prediction ofDESCF
RH thanDERH, we

note that the only part, that cannot easily be evaluated from
known Fock-matrices, is the second-order contribution to Eq.
~31! from that part ofD that does not belong to the linear
space spanned by the previous density matricesDi . To see
this, we decompose the current density matrixD~m! into two
parts

D~m!5Di1D' , ~32!

whereDi belongs to the linear space spanned by the previous
density matrices andD' belongs to its orthogonal comple-
ment. We then expandDi in the following manner:

Di~m!5(
i 51

n

ci~m!Di , ~33!

where the expansion coefficientsci(m) are determined in a
least-squares manner

ci~m!5(
j 51

n

@M21# i j Tr DjSD~m!S, Mi j 5Tr DiSDjS.
~34!

The change in the SCF energy associated with the change of
density matrix fromD̄ to D~m! may be expressed as

DESCF
RH ~m!5ESCF~Di!2ESCF~D̄!12 TrD'F~Di!

1Tr D'G~D'!. ~35!

Ignoring the small term quadratic inD' , we may now pre-
dict the change in the SCF energy at little cost from the
expression

DESCF
P ~m!5ESCF~Di!2ESCF~D̄!12 TrD'F~Di!, ~36!

using only the density matrices and Fock/KS matrices of the
previous iterations. In particular in the later parts of the it-
eration sequence, where the space spanned by the densities
of the preceding RH iterations is large, an accurate estimate
of DESCF

RH may be obtained from this formula. In the follow-
ing, we shall see how we may use this prediction to deter-
mine the level shift whenmmin50 anda(0).amin .

To illustrate howDESCF
P is used to find the level-shift

parameter, consider as an example the determination of the
level-shift parameter in the ninth iteration of the rhodium-
complex calculation of Sec. III. The plot of the HOMO-
LUMO gap in Fig. 2~a! shows that the allowed level-shift
interval is 0<m,`. In Fig. 2~b!, we have plotted the over-
lap a(m) as a function ofm. Sincea(0).amin , we should,
according to the discussion in Sec. II A 2, usemopt50 to
determine the step. In short, considerations based on the
HOMO-LUMO gap and on the overlap with the averaged
density matrix indicate that the next density matrix should be
determined from the standard, unshifted RH equations.

However, from the nine density matrices of the previous
RH iterations, we can useDESCF

P (m) to predict the change in
ESCF

RH (m) more accurately than withDERH(m). Indeed, from
Fig. 2~c!, we see thatDESCF

P (m) provides a good global rep-
resentation ofDESCF

RH (m), with a minimum close to the mini-
mum of DESCF

RH (m). By contrast, the local modelDERH(m)
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gives a minimum atm50. Clearly,m50 should be avoided
in the calculation since it would lead to an increase in the
SCF energy. Instead, the value of the level-shift parameter
that corresponds to the minimum ofDESCF

P ~denoted bymopt)
is chosen for the calculation of the next density matrix.

This procedure may be summarized as follows. Ifmmin

50 anda(0).amin , then we calculate the predicted energies
DESCF

P (0) and DESCF
P (d) with d*0. If DESCF

P (0)
,DESCF

P (d), then we useD~0!. Otherwise, we estimate the
minimum mopt of DESCF

P (m) by an inexact line search and
use the density matrixD(mopt) at this minimum.

B. Density-subspace minimization

1. The DSM energy function

Let us assume that we have carried outn RH iterations
and that we have kept all previous density matricesDi and
the corresponding Fock matricesFi . We would now like to
construct an optimal density as a linear combination of the
densities from these iterations according to Eq.~9!,

D̄5(
i 51

n

ciDi . ~37!

Ideally, this averaged density should also fulfill the condi-
tions Eqs.~3!–~5!. The symmetry condition Eq.~3! is trivi-
ally satisfied since the averaged density Eq.~37! is a linear
combination of symmetric density matrices. The trace condi-
tion Eq. ~4! is also easily taken care of by imposing the
restriction

(
i 51

n

ci51 ~38!

on the expansion coefficients

Tr D̄S5(
i 51

n

ci Tr DiS5
N

2
. ~39!

By contrast, the idempotency condition Eq.~5! cannot be
imposed on the averaged density matrix. However, the idem-
potency may be significantly improved if, instead of working
with D̄, we work with the purified density matrix6

D̃53D̄SD̄22D̄SD̄SD̄, ~40!

as proposed by Nunes and Vanderbilt.7 The electronic energy
may be expressed in terms of the purified average density
matrix as

E~D̃!52 TrhD̃1Tr D̃G~D̃!. ~41!

We note that the purified density is correct to first order in
the expansion coefficientsci and thatE(D̃) thus contains
errors through second order inci . To determine the best
average density matrix Eq.~37!, we shall minimize Eq.~41!
with respect to the expansion coefficientsci subject to the
condition Eq.~38!.

One problem we encounter when minimizing Eq.~41! is
that new Fock matricesF(D̃) need to be evaluated. To avoid
this problem, we shall use an approximate form of Eq.~41!.
Since the purified density matrixD̃ is close to the original
density matrixD̄, we can write it as

D̃5D̄1D, ~42!

whereD is the correction term. Inserting Eq.~42! into Eq.
~41!, we obtain

E52 TrhD̄1Tr D̄G~D̄!12 TrhD

12 TrDG~D̄!1Tr DG~D!. ~43!

SinceD is small, we may ignore the term quadratic inD and
arrive at the density-subspace minimization~DSM! energy
function

EDSM~c!52 TrhD̄1Tr D̄G~D̄!12 TrhD12 TrDG~D̄!

5E~D̄!12 TrF~D̄!~D̃2D̄!. ~44!

Since D is first order in the expansion coefficientsci , the
DSM energy differs from the true energy to second and

FIG. 2. For the ninth iteration of the rhodium calculation described in Sec.
III we have displayed as a function of the level-shift parameterm; ~a! the
HOMO-LUMO gapDeai , wheremmin50, ~b! the overlapa between the old
and new density matrices, whereamin is the smallest accepted overlap and
~c! the change in the model energyDERH, the actual energyDESCF

RH and the
predicted energyDESCF

P . mopt is found at the minimum ofDESCF
P (m).
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higher orders inci . The first contribution to the DSM energy
function may for example be evaluated using the energy ex-
pression of the EDIIS algorithm,5

E~D̄!5(
i

ciE
SCF~Di !2 1

2(
i j

cicj Tr~Fi2Fj !~Di2Dj !.

~45!

Using Eq.~40!, we find that the second contribution may be
evaluated as

2 TrF~D̄!~D̃2D̄!522(
i j

cicj Tr FiDj

16(
i jk

cicjck Tr FiDjSDk

24(
i jkl

cicjckcl Tr FiDjSDkSDl . ~46!

All contributions to the DSM energy function are therefore
easily calculated from the previous density and Fock/KS
matrices.

2. The trust-region DSM minimization

We minimize the DSM energy functional by the trust-
region method.12 We thus consider the second-order Taylor
expansion of the DSM energy in Eq.~44! aboutc0 . Intro-
ducing the step vector

Dc5c2c0 , ~47!

we obtain

E(2)
DSM~Dc!5E01DcTg1 1

2 DcTHDc, ~48!

where the energy, gradient, and Hessian at the expansion
point are given by

E05E~c0!, g5
]E~c!

]c U
c5c0

, H5
]2E~c!

]c2 U
c5c0

. ~49!

As starting pointc0 , we choose the density matrix with the
lowest energyESCF(Di), usually from the last RH iteration.
The trace condition Eq.~38! imply

(
i 51

n

Dci50. ~50!

We also introduce a trust region of radiush for E(2)
DSM(Dc)

and require that steps are always taken inside or to the
boundary of this region. To determine a step to the boundary,
we restrict the step to have the lengthh in theS metric norm
of Eq. ~34!,

iDc~m!iS
25(

i j
DciM i j Dcj5h2. ~51!

Introducing the undetermined multipliersl and m for the
trace and step-size constraints, we arrive at the following
Lagrangian for minimization on the boundary of the trust
region:

L~Dc,m,l!5E01DcTg1 1
2 DcTHDc2lDcT1

2 1
2 m~DcTMDc2h2!, ~52!

where1 is a column vector with elements equal to 1. Differ-
entiating this Lagrangian and setting the derivatives equal to
zero, we obtain the equations

]L

]Dc
5g1HDc2mMDc2l150, ~53!

]L

]l
52DcT150, ~54!

]L

]m
52 1

2 ~DcTMDc2h2!50. ~55!

The optimization of the Lagrangian thus corresponds to the
solution of the following set of linear equations:

S ~H2mM ! 21

21T 0 D S Dc
l D52S g

0D , ~56!

where the multiplierm is iteratively adjusted until the step is
to the boundary of the trust region Eq.~55!. The step-length
restriction may be lifted by settingm50, as needed for steps
inside the trust region.

To understand the behavior of the step-length function,
we consider first the generalized eigenvalue problem

S H 21

21T 0 D S v
n D5vS M 0

0T «
D S v

n D , ~57!

where0 is a column vector with zero elements,« is a small
positive constant, and the eigenvector is normalized such that

vTv1n251. ~58!

We first note that, for a finite«, vÞ0. Next, carrying out
block multiplications in Eq.~57!, we obtain

Hv21n5vMv , ~59!

21Tv5v«n, ~60!

which upon elimination ofn from the first equation yields
the relation

v«Hv1~1Tv!15v2«Mv . ~61!

Since (1Tv)1 is finite, we conclude that, as« tends to zero,
the eigenvaluev tends to either plus or minus infinity
6«21/2. Next, substituting these values ofv into Eq. ~60!,
we find thatv tends to the zero vector with elements propor-
tional to «1/2 and thatn, because of the normalization Eq.
~58!, tends to71. In short, the eigenvalue problem Eq.~57!
with «50 has two eigenvalues6`, whose eigenvectors
have zero elements except for the last element, which is
equal to71. Finally, invoking the Hylleraas–Undheim inter-
lace theorem,10,11we conclude that the remainingn21 finite
eigenvalues of Eq.~57! bisects then eigenvalues of the re-
duced eigenvalue problem

Hv5yMv . ~62!
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Let us now consider the step lengthiDc(m)iS as a func-
tion of m. In the diagonal representation of the augmented
matrix in the linear equations Eq.~57!, we may write these
equations in the following uncoupled form:

~hi2mmi !s i52g i , i 51,2,3,...,n11. ~63!

Here, thehi andmi are the diagonal elements of the Hessian
and metric matrices, respectively, of the generalized eigen-
value problem Eq.~57!, whereas thes i andg i , respectively,
are the corresponding elements of the solution and gradient
vectors of Eq.~56!. Since the last element of the gradient
vector in Eq.~56! is zero, the gradient vector has no contri-
butions from the eigenvectors with infinite eigenvalues

g15gn1150, v152vn1152` ~64!

assuming that the eigenvalues are sorted in increasing order
v1,v2,¯,vn11 . In the diagonal representation, there-
fore, we may write the step norm in the form

iDc~m!iS5A(
i 52

n mig i
2

~hi2mmi !
2 . ~65!

From this expression, we note that the step function consists
of n branches separated byn21 asymptotes at the finite
eigenvaluesv i . Moreover, it increases monotonically from
zero to infinity asm increases from minus infinity and ap-
proaches the lowest finite eigenvaluev2 . Therefore, there is
always one and only one2`,m,v2 that gives rise to a
step of lengthh. As shown by Fletcher,12 this value ofm
corresponds to the global minimum on the boundary of the
trust region.

In practice, we cannot easily determine the eigenvalues
v i of the augmented eigenvalue problem Eq.~57!. Instead,
we determine the eigenvaluesy i of the reduced problem Eq.
~62! and restrict our search ofm to the smaller monotonic
interval 2`,m,y1 . Sincey1,v2 , it is possible that no
solution exists in this reduced interval. Mostly, however, this
restriction is mild since the two eigenvalues are usually
close. If no solution is found, we choose instead the slightly
shorter step obtained withm5y1 .

To illustrate how the level-shift parameterm in Eq. ~56!
is determined, we consider the first@Fig. 3~a!# and third@Fig.
3~b!# DSM step in the eighth iteration of the rhodium-
complex calculation in Sec. III. We have plotted the step-
length functioniDc(m)iS as a function ofm. The plots con-
sist of a series of branches between asymptotes wherem
makes the matrix on the left-hand side of Eq.~56! singular.
The lowest eigenvaluey1 is marked with a vertical dashed
line in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!. For minimization, the level-shift
parameter is chosen in the interval2`,m,min(y1,0),
where y1 is the lowest eigenvalue of Eq.~62!. The proper
value is found where the step-length function crosses the line
representing the trust radiush, as marked with a cross in Fig.
3~a!. If the step that minimizesE(2)

DSM is inside the trust re-
gion, m50 is chosen as marked with a cross in Fig. 3~b!.
The trust region is updated during the iterative procedure.

3. Global optimization of the DSM function

The optimization of theEDSM energy is carried out in the
usual manner, requiring several trust-region steps, each of
which involves the construction of the gradientg and the
HessianH, and the solution of the modified level-shifted
Newton equations Eq.~56!. After p iterations, the density is
calculated from the coefficients

cp5c(0)1(
i 51

p

Dci . ~66!

However, sinceEDSM itself is a rather crude model of the
true energy functionESCF, it resemblesESCF only in a small
region about the initial pointc(0). The DSM iterations are
therefore terminated when the total step lengthicp2c(0)i
exceeds some preset valuek. If a minimum ofEDSM is found
inside the trust regionicp2c(0)i,k, then the step to the
minimum is taken and the iterations are terminated. This is
often the case.

Occasionally, the iterations start where the lowest eigen-
value of the Hessian in Eq.~62! is negative. In the course of
the iterations, the Hessian can become positive definite and a
minimum is reached. In a few cases, however, a negative
Hessian eigenvalue may persist, changing little from itera-
tion to iteration. In our experience, a step along the eigen-
vector corresponding to the negative eigenvalue cannot be
trusted. This direction is therefore projected out from the step
and the DSM function is minimized in the orthogonal sub-
space.

As an illustration, consider the first DSM step of the
tenth SCF iteration of the rhodium-complex calculation in
Sec. III. In Fig. 4, we have, for comparison, plotted the step-
length functions with the negative component kept and pro-
jected out. The level shifts resulting from the two situations

FIG. 3. The step-length functioniDc(m)iS is plotted as a function ofm for
the first ~a! and third~b! DSM step in the eighth iteration of the rhodium
calculation described in Sec. III. The trust radiush is represented by a
horizontal line. The properm value is marked with a cross.
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are marked with crosses in Fig. 4. The level shift used in the
DSM optimization is, in this particular case,m50.

When the trust-region minimization is terminated, a new
RH iteration is initiated by constructing a new density and
associated Fock matrix

D̄5(
i 51

n

ciDi , F̄5(
i 51

n

ciF~Di !, ~67!

where we have used the fact that the Fock matrix is linear in
the density. By constructionEDSM(c) is lowered at each it-
eration of the trust-region minimization. The total energy
lowering at thepth iteration is given by

DEDSM5EDSM~cp!2EDSM~c(0)!. ~68!

Since EDSM is a local model to the true energyESCF, the
lowering of EDSM will also lead to a lowering ofESCF pro-
vided the total step is sufficiently short to be in the local
region.

4. Relationship to the DIIS method

The optimal density has previously been determined us-
ing the DIIS scheme of Pulay.4 In the DIIS method, the im-
proved density matrix is obtained as a linear combination of
the previous density matrices where the expansion coeffi-
cients are determined by minimizing the norm of the error
vector, using the gradients of the previous iterations as error
vectors. To highlight the difference between TRDSM and
DIIS, we give below an alternative derivation of the DIIS
algorithm.

In an SCF calculation, the electronic gradient with the
averaged density matrixD̄ in Eq. ~37! may be expressed in
the form,3

g~D̄!54~D̄SF~D̄!2F~D̄!SD̄!. ~69!

To determine the best linear combination of densitiesDi , we
minimize the norm of the squared gradient

ig~D̄!i2516 Tr@D̄SF~D̄!2F~D̄!SD̄#2. ~70!

Inserting the expansion Eq.~37!, we obtain a quartic poly-
nomial in ci ,

ig~D̄!i2516 TrH(
i

cig~Di !1(
i , j

cicj@DiSF~Dj2Di !

2F~Dj2Di !SDi #J 2

. ~71!

To simplify this expression, we neglect all cubic and quartic
terms

ig~D̄!iapp
2 5(

i , j
cicjg~Di !g~Dj !. ~72!

Optimization of Eq.~72! subject to the constraint Eq.~38!
gives the DIIS expression of the expansion coefficients in
Eq. ~37!.

III. APPLICATIONS

In this section, we examine the convergence characteris-
tics of the TRSCF algorithm. First, we consider a rhodium-
complex optimization as an example of a difficult case; next,
as a simpler case, we consider a calculation on H2O with the
OH bond lengths stretched to double length. For comparison,
we also give the convergence characteristics of the DIIS
algorithm4 and the quadratically convergent restricted step
Hartree–Fock~QRHF! method.13,14All calculations are car-
ried out using a local version of theDALTON program
package.17

A. The rhodium complex calculation

In Fig. 5, we have plotted the error in the energy at each
iteration of TRSCF, DIIS, and QRHF optimizations of the
rhodium complex with the geometry specified in Table I us-
ing the AhlrichsVDZ basis16 combined with STO-3G on Rh.
The starting orbitals have been obtained from diagonalizing
the one-electron Hamiltonian.

Clearly, the QRHF and DIIS methods do not work in this
case. In particular, the DIIS method is unable to handle the
global part of the optimization, where the initially indefinite
Hessian changes its structure and becomes positive definite.
Since the DIIS method relies solely on gradient information,
it does not see the negative eigenvalues and produces steps
that may or may not be in the right direction, leading to

FIG. 4. The step-length functioniDc(m)iS is plotted as a function ofm with
the direction corresponding to the negative Hessian eigenvalue kept~—! and
projected out~- - -!, respectively. Them values resulting from the two
situations are marked with crosses.

FIG. 5. The convergence of calculations on the rhodium complex using
AhlrichsVDZ basis~Ref. 16! combined with STO-3G for Rh. The error in
the total energy is given for the TRSCF, the standard DIIS, and the QRHF
method as a function of the iteration number. Furthermore results are given
where DIIS is applied after nine TRSCF iterations.
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divergence. Moreover, in this DIIS calculation, no level
shifts have been applied in the RH part of the optimization,
again leading to steps in the wrong direction. In short, the
DIIS method cannot be used for optimizations as complex as
the rhodium calculation. However, if the DIIS method is
started after the SCF local region has been reached by the
TRSCF algorithm, then the DIIS algorithm converges nicely
since the Hessian has the correct structure. In Fig. 5, we have
also plotted the errors in a calculation where the DIIS
method is started after nine TRSCF iterations. It then con-
verges in roughly the same manner as the pure TRSCF
method.

In the QRHF calculation, the total energy reduces slowly
and monotonically during the iteration procedure. However,
the resulting energy lowering is much too slow to be of any
practical value. Thus, after 14 iterations, the energy has de-
creased by only 37Eh , which is insignificant compared with
the 237Eh needed for convergence.

To understand the difference between the QRHF and
TRSCF optimizations, let us recall the main features of the
two methods. Since the QRHF method is based on a local
quadratic model ofESCF, the QRHF orbital rotations are
correct to first order. However, no global information about
ESCF is available and only small steps can be trusted in the
optimization. When QRHF steps are taken to the boundary of
the trust region, level-shifted Newton equations are solved
with the Hessian of Eq.~26!. By contrast, in the TRSCF
method, the RH optimization is based on the local energy
function ERH, which has the same gradient asESCF but a
slightly different Hessian—compare Eqs.~25! and ~26!.
More important,ERH shares some global features withESCF.
In the RH diagonalization step, a global optimization is car-
ried out forERH. When an RH step is taken to the boundary

of the trust region ofERH, a level-shifted Fock eigenvalue
equation is solved where the level-shift parameter effectively
introduces a shift in the Hessian ofERH @Eq. ~25!#. The simi-
larity of the Hessians ofESCF andERH makes the directions
of the steps taken by the QRHF and RH methods very simi-
lar for sufficiently large level shifts, the essential difference
being the global character of the RH steps and the local
character of the QRHF steps. It is this local character of the
QRHF steps that prevents the QRHF method from being
efficient for systems as difficult as the rhodium complex.

Let us now consider the individual TRSCF iterations as
listed in Table II. The optimization begins with orbitals that
diagonalize the one-electron Hamiltonian, giving a start en-
ergy of 25 466.530 208 964 75Eh . In Table II, the SCF en-
ergy loweringDESCF is divided into two contributions, one
from the RH step and one from the DSM step. Recalling
from Eq. ~24! that D(`)n is the purifiedD̄n ,

DESCFn11

DSM 5ESCF@D~`!n#2ESCF@Dn# ~73!

becomes a realistic measure of the energy change in the
DSM part of the iteration. Similarly,

DESCFn11

RH 5ESCF@Dn11#2ESCF@D~`!n# ~74!

becomes a realistic measure of the change in the RH part.
Clearly, the sum of Eqs.~73! and ~74! is equal to the total
changeDESCF. These exact energy changes should be com-
pared with the energy changes in the local modelsDERH and
DEDSM given in Eqs.~27! and ~68!, respectively, also listed
in the table. Note that, to obtainESCF@D(`)#, we must carry
out an additional energy calculation, which is here done only
for the purpose of this analysis.

For the DSM method, we have also indicated in Table II
how the trust-region optimization was terminated (exitDSM):
~M! indicates that a minimum was determined in the full
space;~PM! indicates that a minimum was obtained in the
reduced space with the direction corresponding to the nega-
tive Hessian eigenvalue projected out; and~L! indicates that
the iterations were terminated because the maximum step
lengthk was reached. For the RH steps, we have also listed
the level-shift parametermopt and the corresponding overlap
a(mopt) of Eq. ~22!.

The TRSCF iterations converge linearly, with a reduc-
tion in the error of about a factor 2–4 at each iteration.
Moreover, the energy lowerings of the local modelsDERH

andDEDSM are in good agreement with the actual SCF en-
ergy changes, in the local as well as in the global part of the
optimization. Both the predicted and the actual energy
changes are negative in all iterations. In the global region,
DESCF

RH is usually significantly larger thanDESCF
DSM, whereas,

in the local region, they have similar sizes.
Except for three iterations in the global part of the SCF

optimization, the DSM trust-region method finds a minimum
within the step-length limitk. In the intermediate region, we
encounter components of the step vector that cannot be
trusted and have been projected out as described in Sec.
II B 3. The DSM iterations then reach a minimum in the or-
thogonal subspace.

TABLE I. Geometry of the rhodium complex.

x y z

Cl 22.783200 0.000000 0.000000
C 0.000000 1.750000 0.000000
C 0.000000 21.750000 0.000000
C 2.510000 1.247077 0.000000
C 2.510000 21.247077 0.000000
C 3.960000 1.247077 0.000000
C 3.960005 21.247074 0.000000
C 4.685005 0.008663 0.000000
C 6.585566 1.381712 0.000000
C 7.224161 20.912908 0.000000
H 1.802335 22.074803 0.000000
H 1.965500 2.190178 0.000000
H 4.323007 22.273792 0.000000
H 4.504500 2.190178 0.000000
H 6.215281 1.889842 0.889165
H 6.215281 1.889842 20.889165
H 7.169607 21.539271 0.889165
H 7.169607 21.539271 20.889165
H 7.674455 1.397244 0.000000
H 8.164527 20.363696 0.000000
N 1.790000 0.000000 0.000000
N 6.124978 0.017359 0.000000
O 0.122018 3.144673 0.000000
O 0.122018 23.144673 0.000000

Rh 0.0000000 0.000000 0.000000
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In the beginning of the SCF optimization, large level
shifts are applied in the RH diagonalization to ensure a con-
tinuous development of the MOs. Thus, in the first few itera-
tions, the overlap constanta(mopt) is significantly larger than
the minimum accepted overlap of 0.975. However, the level-
shift parameter decreases during the subsequent SCF itera-
tions until, in the local region, no level shift is required and
conventional RH iterations are carried out. To summarize,
the TRSCF method gives a monotonic and significant energy
lowering both in the RH and in the DSM part of the optimi-
zation.

B. The water calculation

To demonstrate the performance of the TRSCF method
in a simpler case, we consider optimizations of H2O with the
OH bonds stretched to twice the equilibrium value~195.10
pm!. In Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!, we have plotted the errors in the
energy during TRSCF, DIIS, and QRHF optimizations in the
cc-pVDZ basis.15 In Fig. 6~a!, the initial guess of the orbitals
are the Hu¨ckel orbitals as implemented in theDALTON pro-
gram. With these initial orbitals, the TRSCF and DIIS meth-
ods converge in a very similar manner to within a threshold
of 10210 in ten iterations. In this case, therefore, gradient
information is sufficient for convergence. Although the
QRHF method outperforms the TRSCF and DIIS methods in
terms of iterations, this is of no practical value since, in each
QRHF step, about the same number of new Fock matrices
are needed to solve the Newton equations as is required to
find the optimized Hartree–Fock wave function with the
TRSCF and DIIS methods.

FIG. 6. The convergence of calculations on water with stretched bonds
using the cc-pVDZ basis and~a! a Hückel start guess and~b! a one-electron
Hamiltonian start guess. The error in the total energy is given for the
TRSCF, the standard DIIS and the QRHF method as a function of the
iteration number.

TABLE II. Convergence details for the TRSCF calculation on the rhodium complex using AhlrichsVDZ basis combined with STO-3G on Rh. Energies given
in atomic units.

It. DESCF DESCF
DSM DEDSM DESCF

RH DERH mopt
RH a(mopt

RH) ExitDSM

1 218.94647615033 20.00000000009 0.00000000000 218.94647615024 219.21320649447 17.47 0.99382
2 245.45858825211 28.95768890498 27.10309975657 236.50089934714 238.75977508968 14.44 0.98630 ~M!
3 259.81037380731 212.93651600370 28.85502694483 246.87385780361 251.53623100635 11.68 0.97940 ~M!
4 263.34486220663 224.25263285599 221.63716388564 239.09222935064 248.71127100240 7.28 0.97288 ~L!
5 230.22875461345 212.81783382045 212.23686585427 217.41092079300 221.38161936631 2.63 0.97384 ~L!
6 211.56061105704 25.64904464510 24.74940263974 25.91156641194 27.60366893231 0.90 0.97552 ~L!
7 24.61334906659 21.90220393646 21.51155035145 22.71114513013 23.30373325651 0.24 0.97792 ~M!
8 22.16270415323 20.44637212140 20.44849600108 21.71633203184 21.49977814394 0.07 0.97876 ~M!
9 20.60805181167 20.29078332276 20.21298647367 20.31726848890 20.60770324492 1.30 0.99823 ~M!
10 20.16667264229 20.00294157325 20.00194422453 20.16373106904 20.22325882198 0.70 0.99934 ~PM!
11 20.05893002647 20.00782290321 20.00662821837 20.05110712327 20.03977595787 0.00 0.99955 ~PM!
12 20.01821537974 20.00935849099 20.00823957093 20.00885688875 20.00980424864 0.00 0.99989 ~PM!
13 20.00829012952 20.00417695835 20.00382848541 20.00411317118 20.00413942925 0.00 0.99995 ~PM!
14 20.00336772651 20.00246626574 20.00222734467 20.00090146077 20.00176102559 0.00 0.99998 ~PM!
15 20.00144190516 20.00106346997 20.00091468267 20.00037843519 20.00066804948 0.00 1.00000 ~PM!
16 20.00049317801 20.00040627140 20.00039284830 20.00008690661 20.00013209160 0.00 1.00000 ~PM!
17 20.00005633666 20.00003203569 20.00002863768 20.00002430097 20.00003124073 0.00 1.00000 ~PM!
18 20.00001495119 20.00000990523 20.00000917530 20.00000504595 20.00000926762 0.00 1.00000 ~PM!
19 20.00000549749 20.00000312992 20.00000277915 20.00000236757 20.00000276315 0.00 1.00000 ~M!
20 20.00000196603 20.00000126150 20.00000121565 20.00000070454 20.00000067573 0.00 1.00000 ~M!
21 20.00000038264 20.00000022841 20.00000020736 20.00000015423 20.00000016335 0.00 1.00000 ~M!
22 20.00000008720 20.00000004496 20.00000004404 20.00000004225 20.00000004536 0.00 1.00000 ~M!
23 20.00000002788 20.00000001171 20.00000001049 20.00000001617 20.00000001603 0.00 1.00000 ~M!
24 20.00000001286 20.00000000813 20.00000000800 20.00000000472 20.00000000514 0.00 1.00000 ~M!
25 20.00000000294 20.00000000131 20.00000000127 20.00000000163 20.00000000186 0.00 1.00000 ~M!
26 20.00000000119 20.00000000073 20.00000000072 20.00000000045 20.00000000056 0.00 1.00000 ~M!
27 20.00000000035 20.00000000019 20.00000000019 20.00000000016 20.00000000022 0.00 1.00000 ~M!
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In Fig. 6~b!, we have plotted the error of the energy in
H2O optimizations starting with the orbitals that diagonalize
the one-electron Hamiltonian. In this case, convergence to
10210 is reached in 13 iterations with the TRSCF method and
in 18 iterations with the DIIS method. The main reason for
the better performance of the TRSCF algorithm is that, in the
global region, it gives a significant energy lowering in each
step, whereas the DIIS algorithm shows a much less system-
atic behavior.

IV. CONCLUSION

A conventional SCF optimization consists of a sequence
of iterations, each of which begins with a Roothaan–Hall
~RH! diagonalization step, where a Fock/KS matrix is diago-
nalized to obtain an improved density matrix, followed by an
averaging step, where the optimal density matrix is deter-
mined in the subspace of the density matrices of the previous
RH diagonalization steps. In this paper, we have introduced a
trust-region SCF~TRSCF! algorithm, where improvements
have been made to both the diagonalization and the averag-
ing steps. In both steps, local energy model functions are
constructed which have the same gradient as the true energy
function ESCF but approximate Hessians. Recognizing the
locality of these energy functions, trust regions are intro-
duced as regions where they represent a good approximation
to ESCF and only steps inside these trust regions are allowed.

For the density-subspace minimization step, an energy
function is constructed and minimized with respect to the
coefficients of the linear combination of the previous density
matrices. Its functional form is based on a purified averaged
density matrix that is idempotent to first order. The advan-
tages of this model compared to EDIIS is the built-in density
purification, which helps to avoid problems arising from
non-idempotency. In addition, information about the Hessian
is extracted and used, leading to a monotonic and stable con-
vergence.

The RH diagonalization step corresponds to a minimiza-
tion of an energy functionERH that represents the sum of the
orbital energies of the occupied MOs. Since this very simple
energy function is a local model function forESCF, large
steps cannot be trusted. To generate steps to the boundary of
the trust region, level-shifted RH equations are solved where
the level shifts are determined in a systematic and general
manner, leading to a decrease in the model energy at each
iteration. If sufficiently small steps are taken, a similar de-
crease is obtained in the SCF energy.

In the TRSCF algorithm a few diagonalizations are re-
quired in each SCF iteration to obtain solutions for the level-
shifted RH equations in order to determine the optimal den-
sity matrix. The number of diagonalizations may be reduced

in the local SCF region solving RH equations with zero level
shift with little consequence for the convergence. In the local
SCF region one may also safely use the DIIS algorithm if
desired.

The advantages of the TRSCF algorithm are demon-
strated by calculations on a rhodium complex and on a water
molecule with stretched bonds. In the rhodium-complex op-
timization, the TRSCF algorithm converges monotonically
and fast, with a significant decrease in the energy in both the
RH part and DSM part at each iteration. By contrast, conver-
gence is not obtained with the DIIS method for this complex.
For the simpler water molecule, the TRSCF and DIIS meth-
ods behave in a more similar manner, the TRSCF method
converging slightly faster than the DIIS method when the
initial orbitals are obtained by diagonalizing the one-electron
Hamiltonian. With the Hu¨ckel guess, the water convergence
is essentially obtained in the same number of steps for
the TRSCF and DIIS methods. In short, it appears that the
TRSCF algorithm, and its use of local energy model func-
tions to obtain significant reductions inESCF in each itera-
tion, constitutes a significant step towards a black-box opti-
mization of SCF wave functions.
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